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ABSTRACT 
The error analysis for computing the QR decomposition by Givens transformations 
was given originally by Wilkinson for n x n square matrices, and later by Gentleman 
for n x p ( p < n) tall thin matrices. The derivations were sufficiently messy that 
results were quoted by analogy to the derivation of a specific case. A certain lemma 
makes possible a much simpler derivation, which incidentally substantially tightens 
the bound. Moreover, it applies to variants of the method other than those originally 
considered, and suggests why observed errors are even less than this new bound. 
Obtaining the QR factorization of an n X n matrix A by applying a 
succession of Givens transformations (plane rotations) is a possible step in 
finding the determinant of a matrix, in solving linear equations, in solving 
linear least squares problems, and in many other numerical matrix computa- 
tions. The method is very satisfactory because of its numerical stability, its 
flexibility in processing the given matrix by rows or columns, the ease with 
which zeros in the matrix can be exploited, and even the simplicity of coding 
it. It underwent a long and undeserved period of oblivion because House- 
holder transformations could also compute the QR decomposition in a stable 
manner with only half the multiplication count and only p, rather than np, 
square roots-but it has recently been shown [2] how to write the Givens 
transformation so as to avoid all the square roots and use only as many 
operations as Householder transformations used. Moreover, actual machine 
timings of the Givens and Householder methods, even as originally de- 
scribed, rarely differed by more than a few percent. 
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The error analysis of this computation, as given by Wilkinson [4], consists 
of two parts: first, he shows that if a two component vector is rotated by a 
Givens transformation, the new computed e-vector differs from what should 
have been obtained by a vector whose L, norm is less than 6 E times the L, 
norm of the 2-vector, where E is the largest number such that 1+ E is 
computed as 1 in the machine. Second, he shows that if such rotations are 
performed between rows 
(1,2)(1,3). . . (l,n)(2,3). . . (2,n). . + (a- l,n) 
SO as to triangularize the matrix, the computed triangular matrix is the exact 
result for exact computations on a matrix differing from the given one by a 
matrix whose Frobenius norm is bounded by 6 E n3/‘(1 + 6 E)~“-~((A I] r. 
(The Frobenius norm is the square root of the sums of squares of all the 
elements in the matrix.)In showing how to avoid the square roots, I derived 
analyses in [2] for variants of Givens transformations for which the e-vector 
error can be bounded by 7.5 E , 85 E , or 11 E . Henceforth I will just write q 
for any such number. 
I also showed that if a n X p matrix, n > p, was triangularized by rotations 
between rows 
(1,2)(1,3)*. *(b)(W)- * * (2,n). . . (p,p+ 1). . . (p,n), 
then the computed triangle is exact for exact computations on a matrix 
differing from the given one by a matrix whose Frobenius norm is bounded 
by 
This expression can be simplified to 
with an inflation in the bound of no more than 25%. 
Both the results obtained by Wilkinson for n X n matrices (note that these 
apply also to n X p matrices, p Z n) and by Gentleman for n X p matrices, 
p < n, have very messy derivations and, in fact, the general results are not 
proved directly but are quoted by analogy to a specific case that is analyzed 
[4, pp. 134-1391. (Wilkinson remarks that he has been unable to find a 
satisfactory notation in which to express the analysis.) By means of the 
following lemma, we will tighten the bounds and provide more insight into 
the computation. 
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LEMMA 1. Let T,’ be a Givens transform&ion rotating a two-component 
vector v, implemented in such a way that 
llP(T,‘v) - T&l& ~11~11~ 
Then u transformation T,k, made up of k > 1 disjoint Givens transformations 
implemented the same way and applied to 2k components selected from an n 
component vector u, will also satisfy 
IIPPnku)- Tnkull2< 1711412* 
In particular, this bound is independent of k and n. 
Proof. Since the Givens transformations are disjoint, the errors in the 
transformed vector are independent. Thus in comparing the squared errors 
(on the left side of the inequality) with q2 times the squared magnitudes (on 
the right side of the inequality) for the components affected by the trans- 
formation, we are just summing the original two-component analyses. As an 
illustration, suppose n = 7 and k -2, and the two disjoint rotations being 
simultaneously applied to the seven component vector affect elements (1,3) 
and (5,7) respectively. Clearly the only errors in the transformed vector will 
be a,, 6,, a,, and 6,, the differences between the newly computed elements 
and what would have been computed in exact arithmetric. So 
But by the basic bound for the implementation of a rotation of a two- 
component vector, we have 
6,2+fs+?+(u:.+u;), 
and also 
s,2+s;@(u;+u;). 
Thus, summing, we have 
~~~(T~u)-T~~~~~<~~(u:‘+~~+u~+u~)\<~~~~u~~~. 
Note that for components not affected by the transformation, there is no 
contribution to the left side, so their contribution to the right side in the 
norm of u is superfluous.Thus suggests that if all the components were about 
the same size, the right side of the inequality would be about w 
times bigger than necessary. 
In order to apply this lemma in analyzing the error possible from a 
sequence of Givens transformations, it is necessary to use a second lemma. 
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LEMMA 2. Zf a sequence of Givens transformations can be written as a 
sequence of s stages, where each stage consists of the simultaneous applica- 
tion of disjoint Givens transformations, then the final computed vector 
obtained when this sequence of Givens transformations is applied to a given 
vector u will be the exact result of exact computations on a vector whose 
difference from u is bounded in norm by qs(l + n)“-‘11 u 11. 
Proof. From lemma 1, we can ignore the dimensionality of the vectors 
and the number of disjoint Givens transformations that are being done 
simultaneously. Let us therefore index the stages of orthogonal transforma- 
tions as T,, T,, . . . , T,. Again from Lemma 1 we can write 
jI(TIu)= Flu= T,u+~~, 
where llElll G ~IluII~ 
fl( T&u) = &( T,u) = T,( ?;1u) + & 
= T,T,u + T&l + 52, 
where 11~211 G 41 TPII 
G rlllT~+Elll 
G VII T,ull+ ~115~11 
Q 9P+ll)llull. 
Continuing this way we get 
f@_,... T,u)=qql...T,u) 
= T&... T,u+ Ti...T,&+ . . . +$ 
where IlSJlp n(l+ q)i-lll~(I. Thus for the final fl(TS??S_,...T,u) 
= T,T,_,... T,u, we have 
IIT,T,_,... T,u- T,T,_ 1...Tlull=IITS...T,[1+T,...T3&+ . ..+&\I 
~II~,...~~E~lI+ll~..~~~5~ll+~..+ll~~ll 
G 115111+ 15211+ *. . + 11‘91 
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Since the ?;. are exactly orthogonal transformations, no change in this 
formula occurs if the error is expressed in backward terms, as in the lemma. 
Note that the lemma holds with the word vector replaced by the word 
matrix, if Frobenius norms are used. 
APPLICATION’ 
The first application that will be considered is obtaining the QR decom- 
position by the conventional sequences of Givens transformations introduc- 
ing zeros by rows or by columns. It is obvious that the order in which disjoint 
transformations are performed is irrelevant from the point of view of 
rounding error in that the computed answers will be identical, including 
rounding errors, and it is well known that introducing zeros by rows and by 
columns are equivalent in this sense. It is not as well known that there is 
another sequence of Givens transformations, also equivalent to these in the 
same sense: 
(172) 
(L3) 
(194) 
(L5) 
(I,6) 
(l,n) 
(2,3) 
(23 4) 
(23 
C&n- 1) 
(2, n) 
(3*4) 
(3,n-2) f.* (p,n-p+l) 
(3,n-1) .e* (p,n-p+2) 
(3,n) ..* (p,n-p+3) 
The notation here is deliberately suggestive: all transformations in each row 
are disjoint and can be done simultaneously. If p < n, there are n + p - 2 
rows, i.e., stages in the sense of the second lemma, and if p = II (and if p > n) 
there are 2n - 3 rows. Thus Wilkinson’s bound can be tightened to n (2n - 3) 
(I + v)~~- 411A II F and Gentleman’s to q(n + p - 2)(1+ n)“+p-3//A IIf. 
Moreover, noting that for tall thin matrices there are only at most p Givens 
‘It might he noted that with the slight change that the basic orthogonal transformations 
permitted may be ni x ni and not just be Givens transformations, Lemmas 1 and 2 are the basis 
to the proof of the favourable error behaviour of the fast Fourier transform [I]. 
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transformations occurring simultaneously, we can assume by the comment in 
the proof of Lemma 1 that this is typically an overestimate by at least a 
factor w , without even considering any effects of statistical behaviour 
of errors. Actual errors are in fact observed to grow much slower than even 
77(V2np + pV2p/ n -2l/2p/n )(1+q)“+p-3]]A]]F. 
It has been pointed out to the author that Voevodin [3], stating that it 
could be proved inductively that no more than 2(n - 1) stages are necessary 
for decomposing a square matrix, used Lemmas 1 and 2 to prove that there 
must exist a sequence of Givens transformations decomposing the matrix 
with essentially the error bound given above, 72(n - l)( 1 + TJ)~“-~))A)] F. 
However, he did not appear to be aware that classic eliminations by rows or 
columns are such sequences, for he states that Wilkinson’s bound for the 
cyclic order of elimination is practically unimprovable, and that his results 
concern another order of elimination. 
Lest it be thought that all elimination sequences give as favourable 
bounds as the above, it might be noted that if zeros are introduced down the 
first column, up the second, down the third, etc.: 
(14 
(13 
PJ4 
(n,n- 1) 
(%3) 
(27 4 (39 4) 
(3,5) 
then almost every transformation requires a separate stage and the bound 
becomes 
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which is as bad as possible. 
Two other applications for the lemmas given here suggest themselves: 
bounding the rounding error in sparse matrix computations, when many of 
the transformations may be omitted, and bounding the rounding error when 
some sequence of transformations not equivalent to producing zeros by rows 
or columns is used. 
For the first of these, it would not be hard to modify a sparse matrix 
Givens transformation program to keep track of the maximum number of 
transformations applied to the ancestors of each row as the sequence of 
transformations is applied. When the computation was complete, the maxi- 
mum value of this number for any row would be s, the number of stages of 
simultaneous disjoint transformations needed. The argument given below, 
however, suggests that except in very special cases, s will be at least as large 
as p, and hence for square matrices that the bound will not be materially 
smaller. 
Using a sequence of Givens transformations not equivalent to producing 
zeros by rows or columns is of considerable interest, both in the interests of 
preserving sparsity by at least postponing fillin, and in exploiting parallelism. 
We view the problem (and would probably write our programs) in the 
following way: For each column, we keep a list of all rows whose leading 
element is in that column. To introduce zeros, we plainly want to perform 
Givens transformations upon pairs of rows in the same list: this operation 
will move one of the transformed rows to another list. Obviously, rotations 
on row pairs from different lists are disjoint and can occur simultaneously, 
but it is also possible to perform simultaneous rotations on disjoint row pairs 
from the same list. This might be done to shorten the history of the 
transformed row, as above, or to promote more parallelism for a multipro- 
cessing environment. More importantly it is likely to be used in sparse matrix 
computations to postpone fillin. When a Givens transformation is applied to 
two sparse rows, each of the two resulting rows can be expected to contain 
nonzero elements wherever either of the original rows contained a nonzero 
element (except for the leading element). As a concrete example of how 
more general sequences of rotations can improve the situation, consider a 
matrix with sparsity pattern shown in Figure 1. 
x x x 
x x X 
x x x 
X X X 
X x X 
x X X 
FIG. 1. 
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Triangularizing this in the conventional way by columns requires deriving 
I5 Givens transforms, and applying them to a total of 36 two-component 
vectors. The only saving is in having avoided 4 of the possible two- 
component vectors to which Givens transforms would have to be applied 
had the matrix been dense. However, if transforms are applied in the order 
(I,2) (4,5) 
(193) (496) 
(194) (2,3) (5,6) 
(294) ’ 
(435) 
(37 5) 
(576) 
then only 11 Givens transforms need to be derived, and they need only be 
applied to a total of 20 two-component vectors: a saving of about 4 of the 
work. 
As indicated above, to produce the error bounds for such more general 
sequences, it would be quite easy to compute s as we go. However, it is clear 
that as we perform Givens transformations to reduce the list for the first 
column to a single row (which for a full matrix will take at least logn stages), 
the best we can hope to do simultaneously is to reduce the list for the second 
column to a single row. Except in very special cases, we can expect that the 
transformation applied to the last pair of rows in the list for the first column 
will transfer one of these rows to the list for the second column, so at least 
one further stage of simultaneous transformations will be required to reduce 
the list for the second column back to only a single row. This argument can 
be continued for the remaining columns, and shows s can be expected to be 
at least p. At least is the important operative phrase here: for dense matrices 
it is not hard to compute, for any n and p, just how many disjoint stages are 
required, and while it is clearly less than n+ p, it is not much smaller: for 
instance if n = p = 400, it takes 779 stages. 
CONCLUSION 
We have shown above that the error in a QR decomposition obtained by 
Givens transformations can be bounded by n (n + p - 2)( 1 + n)“+p-3((A \I r, 
and this cannot be expected to be materially reduced even if the sequence of 
Givens transformations applied is not equivalent to producing the zeros by 
rows or columns or even if the matrix is sparse. It can, however, be expected 
to be too large by at least a factor m. 
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